September
11- Mentor Mixer
18-First Night of Program
25-UR Students

October
2-UR Students -Matching Ceremony
9-UR Students
16-No UR Students (MEA Break)
23-UR Students
27-Parent Meeting (no mentors)
30-UR Students

November
6-UR Students
10-Mentor Huddle
13-UR Students (PYON!)
15-17 -Fall Retreat
20-UR Students
27-No UR Students (Thanksgiving)

December
4-UR Students
11-UR Students
15-Mentor Huddle
18-UR Students- Christmas Party!
25-No UR Students (Christmas Break)

January
1-No UR Students (Christmas Break)
8-UR Students
12-Mentor Huddle
15-UR Students
22-UR Students
29-UR Students

February
5-UR Students
9-Mentor Huddle
12-UR Students
19-UR Students (PYON!)
21-23—Winter Retreat
26-No UR Students

March
4-UR Students
11-UR Students
15-Mentor Huddle
18-UR Students
25-UR Students

April
1-UR Students
8—No UR Students (Holy week!)
15-UR Students
22-UR Students
29-Match Closure

May
6-Match Closure
13-End-of-Year Party!
20-Mentor Appreciation Night
(Mentors only)

UR Students meets Wednesday nights from 7:00-8:30pm unless otherwise noted above. Mentor Meetings are always 6:30-7:00pm each week.